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BAYTOWN, TX - The Texas
Education Agency's plans to conduct a
giant educational experin1ent in the
state's schools suffered a setback on
June 14 when trustees of the Goose
Creek Consolidated Independent School
District (GCCISD) voted 6-1 to drop
Outcome-Based Education (OBE) from
the district's strategic plan. Controversy
surrounding the curriculum had played a
major part in the election of board memhers in January. All but one of the seven
trustees were replaced, and five of the
victorious members had campaigned on
their opposition to OBE.
"OBE and Mastery Learning were
issues in the ca~paigns, and the c?mmunity ove1-:v\T~elmmgly
chose one mcumben! and fnre ,~e~comers who spoke
a¥amst them, s,a1d trust~e C~arence
A1bus, author or the mot10n lO ~lrop
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myst:nr: Albus observed, even thouf:h
the chstnct has had two years to .cd,efine1t
He no~te~,ho-:,ev~r, that most o1 the outcome:; a1e att1-cudmalrather than academic.
Albus argued that Niastery Leaming
has proven unsuccessful wherever it's
been tried. "When you look at Mastery
Learning's track record, it failed years
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ago to live up to its grand expectations in
other school districts," he said. "It is now
being remarketed as OBE."
The board's motion directed the
administration
to remove Mastery
Learning and OBE from the strategic
plan and replace them with "a uniform,
academically rich curriculum" for each
grade. The motion also directed that the
GCCISD mission statement be modified
so as "to indude and stress education."
Reaffirmation of "classroom and campus
discipline" and development of "academic-based requirements for graduation"
were also called foe Under the proposed
OBE curriculum, graduation requirements had emphasized the non-academic
goals of civic and environmental responsibility, problem-solving and ethical dedswn-makmg, and respect for diversity.
"Our product is, or should be, educat-·
.
' ' .. .
ed children,"
sai_d
Board .. p resident
Edward Hildebrand, stepping down
briefly to address the board as a private
citizen. "But just who is the customer of
our product?" he asked. Dismissing the
"popular notion" that the customer is the
university system or the business community, Hildebrand emphasized that
See OBE Rejected, on page 4

Program

SAN DIEGO, CA - DARE (Drug
Abuse Resistance Education) has no
effect on the likelihood that children will
become involved in drugs or alcohol,
according to new studies released at a
national conference on school-based prevention strategies held this spring in San
Diego.
The DARE program, which sends uniformed police officers into elementary
schools to teach an anti-drug curriculum,
focuses on teaching 5th and 6th graders
about alcohol, tobacco and illegal drugs.
DARE is very popular and extraordinmily expensive. Most of the money comes
from the federal Drug-Free Schools and
Communities Act.
The study, reported at the San Diego
meeting, was made by the Research
Triangle Institute in North Carolina. The
bottom line is that, whereas kids learn a
lot about drugs from DARE and develop
a positive attitude toward police, children
who go through DARE are just as likely
to get involved with alcohol and drugs as
kids who don't.
Another study of drug education,
made by the Rand Corporation and
released in June, yielded similar results.

RoberlPeter-sonrequestedthe audit
of Drug-Freefi,n-uls.

two-year period. In many cases, the
funds were distributed with 110 applications received, and with no evaluation
being made to ensure their proper use.
The audit, covering the period from
October 1, 1989 through September 30,
1991, was requested by Robert Peterson,
director of the state Office of Drug
Control Policy. Appointed to this position
The report, "Preventing Adolescent
in 1991 by Governor John Engler,
Drug Use: Long-Tem1 Results of a Junior
Peterson took over the administration of
High Program," found that school-based
Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act
programs to combat adolescent drug use funds about a year ago, making
'lose their effectiveness once the lessons
Michigan the only state in the country to
remove that responsibility frmn its eduhave ended.
cation department
The new Rand study concludes that
"I've never seen a program misman"it is unlikely early prevention gains can
be maintained without additional preven- aged so badly," says Peterson, who has
instituted a number of "corrective
tion efforts during high school."
This was a seven-year study of 7th and actions" to monitor the funds distributed
and increase accountability for their use.
8th graders in 30 schools in California
While applauding Peterson's efforts to
and Oregon who were taught the
"Project .Al.ert"curriculum developed by correct the abuses, DADS Foundation
Rand as an anti-drug program. The study President Bob Lemieux insists that the
followed usual research techniques of Michigan Model itself is fatally flawed.
tracking the behavior of students who Noting that the incidence of drug use
were given the curriculum with a control_ am.ong 1\!Lchigan yoJJth is th,ee times
the nati,)nol average cm<lclimbing,
group of students who did not receive it
Lern]eux
Etrgt1es thi;~t the ivfichigc1_n
The study found that, by the 9th
Model
is
not
oniy ·'not helping in the
grade, "the positive impact had disappeared,'' Students in the treatment pro- prevention of drug uee in our state," tut
gram retained a knowledge of the nega- is actually "encouraging drug-experimentation and use arno.cg our children,"
tive consequences of drug use through
The Michigan Model forces "local
the 10th grade, but that did not substanschool
districts and local communities ro
tially affect their behavior.
use a top-down, one-size-fits-all cmTicuThe Washington Monthly also weighed
lum," Lemieux complains. "Each individual community has different needs to be
See DARE Exposed,on page 4
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Drug Education

I.ANSING, MI - A major scandal has
erupted in Michigan over the misuse of
federal Drug-Free Schools funds. An
audit of the state's Department
of
Education, released at the end of July,
revealed that the department funneled
over $16 million dollars in Drug-Free
Schools and Communities Act funds into
the Michigan Model for Comprehensive
School Health Education program over a

Ineffective

met by a drug prevention program," he
contends. "Because of this, no one program can meet the needs of all children
in our state, and especially a program
that has never had any documentation
showing that it works, even in the slightest manner, as drug prevention."
Another problem, Lemieux adds, "is
that the money never reaches the local
school districts. Nationally, an average of
68% of federal Drug-Free Schools funds
flow directly to the local district~ to be
expended there, allowing local needs to
be meL In Michigan, only 2% of the
funds reach the local district directly."
Since Peterson's office has assumed
responsibility for administering
the
Drug-Free Schools funds, the number of
local districts receiving funds directly
has nearly doubled. 'The whole focus is
to try to get decision-making down to the
local level," explains Peterson, who has
already reduced the percentage of fm,ds
going to administrative overhead and
salaries from 46 to 37 percent.
Though parents, community leaders,
and teac11ers l1av,e 1:Jeen supportiv-e)
Peterson's "co1Tective actions" have met
with stiff resistance from the special
interests that profited from the previous
mismanagement. "They came with a lot
of kicking arid screaming," according to
Peterson. "Just by pouring light on the
problems and letting people know," he
expfajns, "that's v1hat is going to turn it
around."

While the Rutherford Institute and the
DADS Foundation call for a full-scale
investigation of the .c;ross nii,:.;management revealed by the audit, the medJa
remain strangely uninterested in digging
out the dirt Petersen is perplexed by
their apathy. "H seems to rr,e," he says,
"that this is a pretty big scandal."
Rutherford President Dave Melton
goes further: "The Drug-Free Schools
and Communities program was intended
to provide school kids ·with a front-line
defense in the war against drugs. In
Michigan it has degenerated into an
upper-class bureaucratic entitlement program."
By directing all Drug-Free Schools
funds into the Michigan Model, charges
Melton, state education officials in effect
set up a "state monopoly" that aUovved
them to "steer money into pet projects."
Melton notes that "hundreds of thousands of dollars in consulting fees went
to full-time state employees to improve a
model that's been discredited."
Lemieux
concurs,
The DADS
Foundation, he S:O(vS, has "worked long
and hard to expose the blatant disregard
for the rights of child,en and families
exhibited by the State Department of
Education and its deceitfl11implementation of the Model and fraudulent use of
Drug-Free Schools monies. The audit
confirms everything DADS has been saying over the past five years."
II
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E CATION
BRIE
Nearly half of the students at
West Springfield High School in
Springfield, VA skipped a day of
school - most with their parents'
approval - instead of participating in "Multicultural
Day." The
school had set aside a day for them to
learn about the diversity of their fellow students and featured lectures
and discussions on the effects of discrimination and the range of cultures
represented at the school. One senior
who considered it a "wasted day"
spent the day with friends at a park.
"It was not a multicultural day," he
said. "It was a one-sided cultural day."
The majority of the 1,024 absences,
out of the schoors 2,160 students,
were excused bydparents. Dottie
Rossi, president
of the Parent
Teacher-Student Association, said she
was "appalled."

Governor Jim Edgar of Illinois
and Governor Edwin W. Edwards
of Louisiana
have declared
November
21-27,
1993
(Ihanksgiving Week) as Christian
Heritage Week. For a copy of the
Illinois proclamation contact: Office of
the Governor, c/o Wendy Miller,
State Capitol, Springfield, IL 62706;
217-782-6830. For a copy of the
Louisiana proclamation
contact:
Office of the Governor, c/o Cherie
Gauthier, S-tate Capitol, P.O. Box
94004, Baton Rouge, LA 70804;
504/342-0919.

Most students
who took a
1992 math test that required
them to demonstrate reasoning
and problem-solving
skills
showed little evidence of understanding the mathematical concepts involved or even the questions
being
asked.
The
. commissioner of education statistics,
Emerson Elliott, found the results disappo in ting. "While most students
make a cohsciendoU:s effort to
respond to challenging math questions," he said, "their performance
falls significantly short of what we
would like to see."
The New York State Board of
Regents voted 14 to 1 to continue
the prohibition
of the Channel
One news program in the state's
public schools because
it aim
commercials. The New York public
school system (the second largest in
the nation) is the only one in the continental U.S. that does not allow the
showing of Channel One, which
reaches 8 million students in 12,000
schools.
Education Reporter (ISSN 0887.()6()8)is
publishedmonthly by Eagle Forum Education
and LegalDefenseFund with editorialofficesat
Box 618,Alton, Illinois62002, (618)462-5415.
Ihe viewsexpressed
in thisnewsletter
are thoseof
thepersonsquotedand shouldnotbeattributedto
EagleForum Education& LegalDefenseFund
Annual subscription$25. Back issues available @ $2. Second Class postage paid at
Alton, Illinois.
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Lei!islation Update: GO

2000

President
Clinton's
"education
current trend of giving everyone high certification of teachers, schools, and the
reform" bill, called "Goals 2000: Educate grades, thus making report cards mean- so-called "voluntary" standards for
America Act" would put the education ingless.
national content, student performance,
establishment, with the heavy hand of
Goal 3 states that all students will and the assessment systems submitted
federal control, into all aspects of life leave grades 4, 8 and 12 having demon- by the states.
from conception until a child enters the strated sufficient competency over subMost of the money in Goals 2000 will
labor force. It would endorse all sorts of ject matter including foreign languages go in grants to the states and local public
highly controversial programs, including and art, history and geography, involve- school systems. Money would be made
a national school board, a national cur- ment in community service, and knowl- available for developing, field testing,
riculum, national testing, funding of edge about the "diverse cultural her- and evaluation of systems of assessment,
school-based clinics (the so-called cona.to1c~ r'o'Kou~ Cl-111..tJ~';
~i01'/\ACl4S:
11t"'OIGE~ 'FO~ou~C\-\ILDRe:~·5
N\IN1'':>
i
dom clinics), Outcome-Based Education,
the "Robin Hood" plan that forces states
~to equalize funding among school districts, and a national "teachers as par.,I
~
~
ents" program.
Goals 2000 would create three new
bureaucracies to set up national standards and use the heavy-handed technique of tying funding to state adoption
of federal standards and mandates. Goals
2000 rejects private school choice in
favor of plowing more tax money into the
same dinosaur establishment that has
failed our children so miserably.
Title I establishes seven National
Education Goals to be met by the year
2000. These goals broaden the scope of
education to cover almost everyone from
prenatal babies and preschool children
I
to parents and adults in the labor force.
Goal 1 states that all children in
America must start school "ready to
learn!' This means that the government
1
plans to take over the responsibility for
up
raising infants, toddlers and preschool- itage." There is no mention of and the states are already
ers, and for running all kinds of schoolchildren learning how to read, their own spending programs to parallel
which should be the number-one task of the federal plan.
preschool baby-sitting and health-care
the schools.
programs.
The bill requires grantees to give speTitle II establishes two new layers of cial attention to how assessments treat all
Goal 2 states that the high school
graduation rate will increase to at least bureaucracy: a National Education Goals students in regard to race, gender, eth90 percent, with assurances that the Panel and a National Education
nicity, disability, and language proficiengraduation rates for minority and non- Standards and Improvement Council. cy. Many parents are concerned that this
minority students will be the same. This This Council will function as a national is a device to finance the controversial
goal will no doubt be facilitated by the school board that controls criteria for Outcome-Based Education, which teaches attitudes and outcomes rather than
cognitive skills and factual knowledge.
Title III authorizes grants to the states
er] overly involved in religion."
DENVER, CO - The superintendents
for plans that support the federal
of 15 Colorado school districts got the Professing a keen interest in "the First takeover of education, including: (1)
chance, sooner than they expected, to Amendment rights of religious persons," development or adoption of content, stuapply what they learned from a national Norton noted with irony that "the entire dent performance, and opportunity-toconference on fighting the religious
Colorado community would be out- learn standards, (2) improvement and
right. That's because a former U.S. raged" had the conference addressed
coordination of staff, curriculum, and
Attorney threatened to file suit against methods of excluding "other classes of assessment systems, and (3) coordinathem unless they promise to refrain from people - blacks, women, or Hispanics."
tion of health and social services. The
participating in such conferences.
committee report emphasizes that the
On behalf of 30 clients, the former
Mike Norton of the Denver-based law U.S. Attorney demanded that the super- use of federal funds is not restricted to
firm of Brenman, Raskin and Friedlob intendents agree not to attend or support the academic area (and one wonders if
threatened to file a federal civil rights such conferences in the future, and not any money at all will be spent on acadelawsuit against the districts, charging
to adopt discriminatory tactics based on mics).
that they engaged in "anti religious big- religious beliefs. Participants at the conTitle IV sets up the third layer of
otry" when they sent school officials, at ference had signed pledges promising to bureaucracy: a National Standards Board
taxpayer expense, to a conference enti- implement the tactics discussed.
to stimulate the development of a nationtled "Responding Democratically to
Norton has received responses from al system of skill standards used in
Religious Agendas, Right-Wing Pressure the 15 superintendents agreeing to at industry hiring. Many wonder when it
Groups and School Reform." Sponsored
least two of his three demands. Some became the job of the public schools to
by the Institute for Development of
superintendents, however, declined to advise business on hiring standards.
Educational Activities, headquartered in
guarantee
that they will not participate in
Title VI authorizes money to train parDayton, Ohio, the three-day conference
similar
conferences
in
the
future.
"There
ents.
Many wonder when it became the
held in Denver in early May drew more
job of the public schools to train parents.
has
been
movement
by
the
school
disthan 200 public school administrators
and teachers from 30 states, including 55 tricts in the right direction," conceded This expansion of the public schools'
Norton, who insists that he would prefer mission is modelled on the Missouri plan
from Colorado.
"The thrust of this conference was "resolving the dispute amicably, rather called "Parents as Teachers" (often
one of overt discrimination
a spe- than litigate." The superintendents have called "Teachers as Parents"). This proyet to ",. 1
why
allowed
per- gram greatly expands the turf of the pubcific class of
namely
sonnel
to
participate
in
the
conference
in lic schools by ;,,c1,1ui.u).'. state employees
who hold traditional Judeo-Christian
inside private homes to evaluate parents
the
first
but
he
speculated
that
beliefs," said Norton. "It's not the role of
and teach mothers
to raise their
they
may
be
reluctant
"to
admit
public officials to fence out of the politiIll
children.
~
cal process those citizens [they consid- made a mistake,''
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Attorney Threatens Suit vs. Anti-Right Bigotry
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To,
Reprinted with permission ofThe Wall
Street Journal copyright 1992 Dow Jones
& Company, Inc. All rights reserved.
America's children need strong academic skills more than ever before. Yet,
despite a decade of educational reforms,
their achievement remains disappointing.
In a 1986 assessment of 17-year-old
juniors, students were asked when

.eGrade'in .e1

.dent'
World War I occurred. A little more than
40% were unable to place the event
"sometime between 1900 and 1950." last
year's National Assessment of Education
Progress found that only 6% of American
high school graduates are ready for col-

lege math. American students. rank near
the bottom of industrialized countries.
Recently, reader John Harker sent us
evidence of what at least some students
of a time long past were expected to
know: tests given in June 1885 to

EXAMINATION FOR ADMISSION.

Jersey City High School,
JUNE,

ALGEBRA.
I.
Define Algebra, an algebraic expression, a polynomial. Make a literal trinomi-

al.

IL

Write a homogeneous quadrinomial of the third degree. Express the cube
root of lOax in two ways.
III. Find the sum and difference of3x-4ay+7cd-4xy+16, and 10ay-3x-8xy+7cd-13.
IV. Express the following in its simplest form by removing the parentheses and
combining: 1-(1-a)+ (1-a+a2)-(1-a+a2-a3).
V.
Find the product of 3+4x+5x2-6x3,and 4-5x-6x2 •
VI. Expand each of the following expressions and give the theorem for each:
[a+4]2, [a2- 10]2,[a+4] [a-4].
2-3ax:
3 +2x4 by 2a 2 +2ax-x2 •
VII. Divide 6a4+4a½c-9a½c
VUL Find the prime factors of x4-b4 and x 3- 1.
IX. Find the G. C.D. of 6a2+llax +3x2, and 6a2+7ax-3x2 •
X. Divide x 2-2xy+y2 by x-y and give the answer in its lowest terms.
~
be

1885

3

Os?

prospective
high school students in
Jersey City, NJ. To be fair, in 1885 most
Americans did not attend high school.
Nevertheless we thought readers might
like to inspect the exams. They were first
reprinted, along with answers prepared
by Jersey City State College faculty, 12
years ago in the now-defunct Union City,
NJ., newspaper, the Hudson Dispatch.
(JVe have updated some of those answers.)

GEOGRAPHY.
What is the axis of the earth? What is the equator? What is the distance from
the equator to either pole in degrees, in miles? Why is it warmer at the equator than near the poles?
IL Name four principal ranges of mountains in Asia, three in Europe, and three
in Africa.
III. Name the capitals of the following countries: Portugal, Greece, Egypt, Persia,
Japan, China, Canada, Hindostan, Thibet, Cuba.
IV. N arne the states on the west bank of the Mississippi, and the capital of each.
V.
Bound New Jersey, and name six important cities in the state.
VI. Tell the situation of the following: Detroit, Chicago, Portland, Rio Janeiro,
Callao, Venice, Bombay, St. Louis, Halifax, Vera Cmz.
VII. Name 10 countries of South America, and the capital of each. •
VIII. Bound Russia and name its capital and largest river.
IX. In what countries is coffee raised? What are the principal exports
France?
Of the West Indies?
X. New York is nearly 75° west of London. When it is noon at the former, what
time is it at the latter?

I.

of

ARm-IMETIC.
If a 60
note of $840 is discounted at a bank at 4%% what are the proceeds?
I.
II. Find the sum of ✓ 16.7281 and ✓ .72%,
III. The interest of $50 from March 1st to July 1st is $2.50. What is the rate?
rv. What is the cost of 19 cwt. 83 lb. of sugar at $98.50 a ton? What is discount? A
number?
V.
Divide the difference between 37 hundreths and 95 thousandths by 25 hundred thousands and express the result in words.
VI. The mason work on a building can be finished by 16 men in 24 days, working
10 hours a day. How long will it take 22 men working 8 hours a day?
VII. A merchant sold a quantity of goods for $18,775. He deducts 5%for cash and
then finds that he has made 10%.What did he pay for the goods?
VIII. A requires 10 days and B 15 days to do a certain piece of work How long will
it take A and B working together to do the work?
IX. By selling goods at 121/2%profit a man clears $800. What was the cost of the
goods, and for what were they sold?
X. A merchant offered some goods for $1170.90 cash, or $1206 payable in 30
days. Which was the better offer for the customer, money being worth 10%?

GRAMMAR.
I.
Analyse the following: Perseus ground his teeth with rage, for he saw that he
had fallen into a trap.
II.
Make a Hst of all the verbs in the sentence above, and give the principal
of each of them.
III. Parse for, had fallen, that, saw
IV. Give two uses of the hyphen. Copy the sentence below, and punctuate it properly. "Will you please to tell me boys, for what the reindeer is useful".?
V. Write a sentence containing a noun used as an attribute, a verb in the perfect
tense potential mood, and a proper adjective.
VI. Correct [a] It is only me. [bl Who did she invite? [cl Whenever my husband
or son take an umbrella dovm town, they always leave it.
VII. Write the declension of [a] bird, [bl man, [c] fly, [d] fox, [e] it
VIII. Write four lines of poetry, giving particular attention to the use of capitals, and
to punctuation.
IX. Make three sentences, using the plural of sheep [1] in the nominative case,
[2] in the possessive, [3] in the objective.
X. Write a declarative sentence; change to an imperative, to an interrogative, to
an exclamatory, and punctuate.

U.S. HISTORY.
I.
What people settled Massachusetts? Where did they land, and what was their
character?
II.
Name four Spanish explorers and state what induced them to come to
America.
III. "What event do you connect with 1565, 1607, 1620, 1664, 1775?
IV. Name the thirteen colonies that declared their independence in 1776.
V. Name three events of 1777. Which was the most important and why?
VI. What caused the war of 1812? Who was president during that war? What was
the result of it?

VII. What form of government was established in 1789? Into wqat three branches
was the government divided? What do the Senate and House of
Representatives constitute?
VIII. What caused the Mexican war? What was the result? What American general
commanded at the capture of the City of Mexico?
IX. What was the remote and the immediate cause of the great Civil war? Who captured Fort Donelson?
X.
Name three commanders of the Army of the Potomac. In what battle was
"Stonewall" Jackson killed? How?

What Has Happened
FARMINGTON, MI - When her final
report card for the 3rd grade at William
Grace Elementary School arrived in the
mail, eight-year-old Rachel Breneman
eagerly opened the envelope to examine
her marks. But her enthusiasm quickly
turned to disappointment when she discovered that her latest assessment was
even more cryptic than the last one,
'This doesn't tell me anything!" she said
with disgust and stormed oufof the
house.
"I couldn't really blame her. I felt the
same way," said Rachel's mother. "To
look at her report card, you would not

See Answers, on page 4

to Report

know that she is excelling,"
Mrs.
Breneman continues, noting that Rachel
scored in the 98th percentile on the
Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills and
the Cognitive Abilities Test, national
assessments administered to 3rd graders.
Ironically, the first page of Rachel's
report card contains a message from
Farmington Public School Superintendent Michael Flanagan in which he states
that "meaningful assessment is an essential component of the teaching/learning
process." But the report card is divided
into "broad-based student outcomes" and
"curriculum outcomes," and neither the

Cards?

categories themselves nor the marks
applied give any clear idea of what a student has accomplished.
The broad-based student outcomes
and categories, listed on the back of the
report card, include: Collaborative Team
Member, Healthy Individual, Responsible Citizen, and Thoughtful Problem
Solver. In the first section of the report
card, "Behaviors and Attitudes," the student is evaluated on how well he displays
eleven traits such as the following:
"Demonstrates
cooperative
skills,"
"Functions as a self-regulating learner,"
"Respects the dignity of others," and

"Resolves conflicts constructively."
Whether the student exhibits the desired
trait "consistently," "somefanes," or "seldom" is indicated by either a plus sign, a
check mark, or a slash.
The next five sections measure the
curriculum outcomes. The student is
"graded" on Communicative
Skills,
Mathematics, Science, Health, and Social
Studies. Whether or not the student has
mastered the various skills listed under
each of these categories is indicated by a
number one
more
or a
number two ("demonstrates skill"), !llll
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OBE Rej
"the ultimate customers ... are our children themselves, and since they are not,
by any stretch of the imagination, adults, ·
the consumers-in-fact are the parents and
grandparents of our children."
Hildebrand urged the board "to refocus . . on the instruction of academics,
and to renounce the continuing reduction of classroom time for affective subjects." He called for the creation of "verifiable academic graduation standards"
and the removal of the strategic plan's
prohibition against retention. The board
president insisted that every student
deserves "a second chance at learning
without holding the rest of his classmates back" and that every parent
should be "kept fully informed as to the
progress of his child."
Hildebrand also urged the board "to
formally
the hidden agendas of
OBE, and to formally repudiate the
non-academic programs
Life Skills, and
such as Positive
those from Quest International, and the
affective program furnished by the

1993

Continued from page 1
American Tobacco Institute." He called
for the prohibition of "heterogeneous
grouping or tracking," including "group
assessment, portfolio assessment, and
any other type of subjective or norm-referenced testing."
Instead, he advocated "performancebased
grouping for academic subjects," accompanied by "criterion-referenced testing methods."
Hildebrand advised the board to reject
the notion of the teacher as a mere "facilitator" and to recognize "that students
don't know what they need to learn, and
that it is our job ... to tell them what
they need to learn." Emphasizing the
importance of discipline, he encouraged
board members to affirm "that we will
not tolerate any form of classroom disruption or disrespect, and that we will
deal decisively with children who will not
conform, and with any staff member who
will not provide a constant, structured
learning environment for our children."
Carolyn Hildebrand, wife of the board
president, addressed the board, saying,

"The administration tells us that those
opposed to OBE are merely displaying a
natural, though regrettable, resistance to
change."
"Considering the track record of past
changes," she continued, "we accept that
charge as a compliment to our good
sense! A healthy dose of skepticism may
save our children from yet another failed
experiment in educational reform."
Mrs. Hildebrand characterized as
"patronizing" the administration's suggestion "that our resistance comes from
a lack of information about the sweeping
changes it wishes to make." She insisted
that the truth is quite the opposite. "We
do not oppose OBE because we don't
understand it," she asserted, "but, rather,
because we do." She labeled OBE a
"potentially dangerous experiment - not
in one subject area, not in one teaching
unit, but an experiment threatening our
children's total educational future. And
that's something we aren't willing to
experiment with."
Despite Goose Creek's successful

rejection of the OBE experiment, students throughout the rest of Texas will
be used as guinea pigs if Commissioner
of Education Lionel Meno has his way. In
a letter sent out the day after the Goose
Creek decision, the commissioner invited Texas citizens to participate in an
process to determine the skills
and knowledge that young people need
to be successful in the real world." The
process, entitled "Raising Expectations
for Students to Meet Real World Needs,"
will be conducted in cooperation with the
Office of Governor Ann
the
Texas Higher Eclucation Coordinating
Board, the Texas Department
of
Commerce, the Texas Employment
Commission, and the Texas Business
and Education Coalition.
"Public Awareness and Response
Sessions" will be held across the state in
October and November "to make educators and the public aware of global
changes that have implications for learners."
Ill

ew
Algebrn.
L Algebra is the general method of computation in which signs, symbols and commonly the letters of the alphabet are
made to repn~sent numbers and quantities. It takes an cmknown quantity
sought, and as a means of one or more
quantities known proceeds, till the
unknown quantity is discovered.
Algebraic expression is a collection of
variables and real numbers in which we
supply a .finite number of operations of
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division or the taking of roots or powers.
Polynomial: Turned algebraic expression. Terms are designated by the use of

DARE Exposed
Continued from page 1
in against DARE and other drug curricula in an article entitled "Just Say
Nonsense" (May 1993). It reported that,
in the past 10 years, drug education has
become a $2 billion industry, with at
least $1.25 billion coming from federal
block grants which schools can use for
counseling, social work, and other activities and paraphernalia.
According to the WashingtonMonthly,
"there's little evidence that these dollars
do anything to keep kids from using
drugs."
DARE was originated by former Los
Angeles Police Chief Daryl Gates, and it
gre,v to become the most expensive
drug curriculum in the country. The
Washington Monthly estimates that it
spends $125 million just for annual payroll, and most of that is taxpayers'
money.
In 1991 the General Accounting
Office made a detailed study of the
spending of the first $1.1 billion that
flowed from the Drug Free Schools and
Communities Act. The GAO concluded:
"impact unknown." (See Education
Reporter, March 1991) However, once a
government subsidy starts, it's virtually
impossible to shut it down.
II

plus or minus signs. Literate tiinomial:
x+y+z.
2. 2-x3-2x'+3x+5; \}10ax, (l0ax) 111
3. Sum: 6ay+14cd-12x:y+3
Difference: 6x-Hay+4xy+29
4. a3+a
50 36x 5- 73x"-18x'+x+12
6. a'+Sa+16; a'-20a 2+lO0;a'-16. Theorems:
(a+b) 2=a2+2ab+b 2 ; (a-b)'=a'-2ab+b';
(a+b) (a-b) = a2-b2
7. 3a2-ax-2x2
8. (x'+b'); (x+b) (x-b); (x-1) (x'+x+l)
90 (2a+3x)
rn c(x-y)/a

Arithmetic.
1. Using a 360-day year, $833. 70; using a
365-dayyear, $833.79.
2. 4.94
3. 15%
4. Using U.S. hundred weight of 100
pounds, $97.66. Percentage rate deducted from certain quantity. Concept of how
many.
5. One thousand, one hundred.
6. 219/11
7. $16,214.77
8. Six days.
9. If profit is based on cost, cost is $8,400
and selling price is $7,200. If based on
selling price, cost is $5,600 and selling
price is $6,400.
10. $1,170090
Geography.
1. The real or imaginary line on which the
earth rotates or is supposed to rotate.
Imaginary circle around the earth that is
everyvvhere equally distant from the two
poles and divides the earth's surface into
the northern and southern hemispheres;
90 degrees, and 6,250 miles; solar radiation is most concentrated at the equator
for the entire yeaL
2. Himalayas, Urals, Hindu Kush and
Khangai; Alps, Carpathians and
Pyrenees; Atlas, Drakensberg and
Ethiopian Highlands.
3. Lisbon, Athens, Cairo, Tehran (the capital of modern-day Iran), Tokyo, Peking
(Beijing), Ottawa, Calcutta (the capital if
India is New Delhi), Lhasa, and Havana.
4. Louisiana (Baton Rouge), Arkansas
(Little Rock), Missouri CTeffersonCity),

Iowa (Des Moines), and Minnesota (St
Paul).
5. If importance is population, they are,
from largest to smallest: Newark, Jersey
City, Paterson, Elizabeth, Trenton and
Camden, according to the 1980 census.
6. Michigan, Illinois, Oregon or Maine,
Brazil, Pern, Italy, India, Missouri, Nova
Scotia, Mexicoo
7. Argentina (Buenos Aires), Bolivia
(LaPaz), Brazil (Brasilia), Chile
(Santiago), Colombia (Bogota), Ecuador
(Quito), Paraquay (Asuncion), Peru
(Lima), Umguay (Montevideo),
Venezuela (Caracas).
8. Moscow; Volga
90 Tropical countries such as Brazil,
Colombia, Venezuela and Nigeria.
France: Machinery, agricultural products, and transportation equipment West
Indies: Sugar, petroleum, chemicals,
bananas and alumina.
10. 5p.m.

Grammar.
1. Unsure of what is meant by "analyze." I
have the feeling that this meant something very specific to a grammarian in
1885, but we don't know what.
2. Ground: grind, ground, ground; saw: see,
saw, seen; had fallen: fall, fell, fallen.
3. For: preposition introducing the prepositional clause "for he saw," which is used
to explain Perseus' rage. Had fallen: past
peliect tense of the verb fall; this tense is
used to indicate that the action of falling
took place at a time before the action of
seeing. Saw: simple past tense of the
verb "to see," used here to indicate a)
what caused Perseus' rage, and b) the
sequence of events in the sentence.
4. To join two words used as a compound
noun; to indicate division at the end of a
line of type. Will you please to tell me,
boys, for what the reindeer is useful?
50 My expertise tells me that I am going to
fail this English test, since I'm guessing
a lot.
60 a) It is only I. Predicate nominative. b)
Whom did she invite? Object of verb
invite. c) Whenever my husband or son
takes an umbrella downtown, he always
leaves it. The "or" makes the subject
grammatically singular; the rest of the

sentence applies to either one or the
other, but not both at once (as vmuld be
the case if the word were "and").
7. a) bird, birds. b) man, men. c) fly, flies.
d) fox, foxes. e) it, its,
8. Had we but world enough and time,
This coyness, lady, were no crime;
VIJe would sit down and think which way
To walk and spend our long love's day.
9. 1) The sheep are in the meadow. 2) The
sheep's wool was carded. 3) We sheared
all the sheepo
10. John went to the store. John, go to the
store. John, will you go to the store? John
finally went to the stoFe!

US. History.
1. The English Puritans; Plymouth Rock,
Boston, Mass.; Providence, RI.; They

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

were God-fearing hard workers.
Ponce De Leon, Balboa, Coronado,
Cortez; to conquer and Christianize the
inhabitants.
1565 -Pedro Menendez founded St.
Augustine, Fla. 1607 -Jamestown settled. 1620 - 103 Pilgrims landed at
· Plymouth Rock; 1664 - British seized
New Netherland from Dutch. 1775 Battles of Lexington and Concord.
Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Virginia, Delaware, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York,
Connecticut, Rhode Island,
Massachusetts and ]\Jew Hampshire.
Battle of Saratoga, Battle of
Germantown, Battle of Brandywine;
Saratoga was the most important, since
Gen. Burgoyne was stopped in his push
southward.
Freedom of seas, land thirst, free trade.
James Madison was president U.S. won.
(Historians dispute this.)
Federal government; executive, legislative, judicial; the legislative branch.
Manifest destiny, diplomatic blundering
and instability of American government;
California, New Mexico, and Arizona
became part of U.S. and Texas border
was established at Rio Grande River;

ZacharyTayloL
9. Remote cause was slavery and immediate
cause was secession; Ulysses S. Grant.
10. George Meade, Ulysses S. Grant and
George
McClellan;
Battle
of
ll
Chancellorsville, by his own men.

